SEMI-SUPERVISED MONAURAL SINGING VOICE SEPARATION WITH
A MASKING NETWORK TRAINED ON SYNTHETIC MIXTURES
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Problem Statement
Semi-supervised source separation of singing from music, given
two unmatched sets: a set of mixed music samples and a set of
instrumental music.

The method is based on applying a learned function twice:
Phase I - applying on the mixture - denoted as a, in order to
recover estimated singing voice samples - denotes as . We want
the network to be idempotent (g๐g=g), meaning that applying it
for the second time has no effect:

GAN Losses - We utilizing GAN losses for aligning the
distribution of output samples with instrumental music and the
distribution of synthetic samples with real mixture samples:

Ablation study
The ablation study clearly shows the importance of the proposed
losses:
Motivation: In many source separation problems pure target
channels are not available, thus methods with fully supervision
cannot be used. We present a novel method in which such
separation could be performed and applicable to any signal
which obeys the superposition property.

Architecture & Losses
The network g is a learned autoencoder which produces a
soft-mask multiplied with the network input:

Results
Phase II - applying on synthetic mixes, in which the
reconstructed singing samples are crossed with real instrumental
samples from the training set. We want the output to be the same
as the instrumental signal and the difference to be the same as
the estimated singing voice. We present these requirement in
losses R3 and R4:

Comparison with semi-supervised baselines
We present state-of-the-art results for the semi-supervised
problem setup:
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Losses
We want the network to be the identity operator on instrumental
music - denoted as c, thus applying our first loss term:

Comparison with supervised baselines
Comparison with fully-supervised methods shows we slightly
worse than SOTA methods for SDR, but suppress all for SIR by
a large gap. This is consistent with our observation - the network
seems to filter out all the instrumental music very well for most
samples. However, for some samples, there is a slight distortion
of the voice generated:
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